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T h e world
has slipped from the Holocene—the ep
och that officially encompasses the last
ten thousand years—into the Anthropocene, the epoch of humanity, in which
people are a force, maybe the force, in
the development of the planet. Although designation of the
Anthropocene remains informal, yet to be adopted by the
standard setters at the International Commission on Stratig
raphy, the term is now commonly used by scientists, human
ists, and popularizers.
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The Anthropocene adds nature to the list of things we
can no longer regard as natural. Ultimately, as I shall ar
gue, it makes nature a political question. In this respect,
the Anthropocene marks the last of three great revolutions
of denaturalization: the denaturalization of politics, of eco
nomics, and now of nature itself. First came the insight
that politics was not an outgrowth of organic hierarchy
or divine ordination but instead an artifice—an architec
ture of power planned only by human beings. Second was
the recognition that economic order does not arise from
providential design, natural rights to property and con-
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tract, or a grammar of cooperation inherent, like language, blematic crisis of the Anthropocene condition, turning the
in the human mind. Instead it, too, is formed by artificial world's weather into a joint human-natural creation: there
assignments of claims on good and useful things and by is no returning to an undisrupted pattern of weather and
artificial means of cooperation—from contracts to credit climate.
to corporations. Both politics and the economy remain
As a practical matter, "nature" no longer exists inde
subject to persistent re-naturalization campaigns, whether pendent of human activity. From now on, the world we in
from religious fundamentalists in politics or from market habit will be one that we have helped to make, and in everfundamentalists in economics. But in both politics and intensifying ways. But I do not reject terms such as “the nat
economics, the balance of intellectual forces has shifted to ural world." To my mind, it is better to keep using them with
artificiality.
changed understanding than to promote neologisms. By "the
What will the Anthropocene future be? This is necessar natural world," I mean simply that part of the world that is
ily a political question because the Anthropocene future is, not human or, like buildings and cities, starkly and explicitly
unavoidably, a collective human project. The sense in which artificial.
it is collective is, for the moment,
merely empirical: the material
life of the species, orchestrated
in an increasingly integrated eco
nomic and technological order,
is shaping the world. Whether
this world-shaping project will
become collective in the sense of
pursuing some shared, though no
doubt contested, purpose is a sep
arate question. Only politics can
make such projects intentional. To reflect on the Anthro
The other aspect of the Anthropocene is the Anthropo
pocene today is to confront the absence of political insti cene insight. This is the recognition that talk about nature
tutions, movements, or even widely shared sentiments of has always been interpretive, not simply descriptive. More
solidarity and shared challenges that operate on the scale of specifically, claims about the meaning and value of the nat
the problems concerning resource use and distribution we ural world have always been, in good part, ways of arguing
now face.
with and about people. Flere, too, but in a different way, na
The future of the earth will be the product of the ways in ture depends on human activity, in this case the activity of
which human beings confront those problems: how we get meaning-making.
our food, shelter ourselves, and move from place to place.
Although they are quite different points, the material and
This is also earth's past; the first lesson of the Anthropocene imaginative aspects of the Anthropocene are interwoven.
is that the present earth is already, in good part, the product The Anthropocene condition means that, in increasingly
of these activities. The question is whether future patterns important ways, the questions the natural world presents
of human activity will arise from drift and inadvertence or are about how to shape it, not whether or how to preserve
from deliberate, binding choice with a commitment to dem it. They are questions involving choices among possible
ocratic life.
worlds. The Anthropocene insight is not new. It goes back
at least to philosophical arguments in the classical Medi
PARTIAL P O L IT I C I Z A T IO N
terranean, notably the Roman poet Lucretius’s Epicurean
AND THE A M E R I C A N L ANDS CAP E
arguments against giving moral and theological meaning
The Anthropocene is really two ideas. First is the Anthropo to natural events. But the insight is harder to escape when
cene condition: the massive increase in human impacts on people are palpably remaking the world. Moreover, in the
everything from the upper atmosphere to the deep sea and Anthropocene condition, the Anthropocene insight has spe
the DNA of the world's species. This condition encompasses cial significance. It entails that the question of how to shape
a level of species death that many scientists call the globe’s the world is an ethical, aesthetic, and ultimately political one.
sixth great extinction; increasing toxicity in the water and We cannot turn to a freestanding idea of natural order in
soil; and the transformation of the planet’s surface by ag order to guide and constrain human judgment.
riculture, cities, and roads. Even wilderness, once the very
definition of naturalness, is now a statutory category in U.S.
A b o u t the a rtist: the paintings in th is forum , recently
public-lands law. Designated lands are managed intensively show n at G. Gibson Gallery in Seattle, are by M ary
to preserve their "wilderness characteristics,”which is not to Iverson, w hose w o rk focuses on the sh ip p in g in d u stry
say they look anything like what might have been in 1491, and its im pact on cu ltu re and the environm ent.
let alone before human contact. Climate change is the em For more, v is it her w ebsite, m aryiverson.com .

As a practical matter, ‘nature’ no
longer exists independent of
human activity.
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The Anthropocene insight is evident even in the de
bate over the Anthropocene itself, in the dizzying range of
start dates that scientists have advanced for this new era:
they include the advent of agriculture, beginning with rice
production in Asia, when atmospheric levels of methane
spiked; the European conquest of the Americas, when the
planet entered its present stage of global economic and eco
logical interpenetration; the Industrial Revolution, with its
massive increase in carbon emissions; and even the days in
1945 when the atomic bomb introduced a new set of mark
ers to the stratigraphic record, and, not incidentally, con
ferred upon humans the power to summarily kill almost
all life on the planet. With such proposals, it is clear that
the question—when did humans qualify as a geological
force?—cannot be answered by objective measurement but
instead beckons competing ideas about which event irrevo
cably ended our status as just another species. Which change
changed everything? There is no merely factual response.
Among those who embrace the Anthropocene condition,
there is also no shortage of proposals as to how "we” might

profound comprehension of the world either as it is or was
intended to be.
Such partial and selective politicization of nature has
played a large role in American politics and law. Arguments
on behalf of nature have concealed inequality among people
by treating that inequality as part of a given world, part of
the order of things. Here, too, the logic of the argument has
been that certain things sit beyond the reach of politics be
cause they are natural. Hence ideas of nature have long been
invoked to underwrite monarchy and democracy, slavery
and abolition, stability and revolution. These models of par
tial politicization have shaped both social life and the world
itself.
The United States was built on an idea of nature as po
tentially democratic. The natural world, in a theme that
sounded across the early republic, cried out to be cleared,
planted, settled, and developed. Nature was private property
in potential, and it would meet human needs richly if only
it were completed with human effort. The land was the sub
strate of a political economy of settler republicanism and,
soon enough, settler democracy, a
community of more-or-less equals
where labor was not degrading but
an honorable mark of doing one’s
part in a larger design. In the pre
ceding dominant European ideol
ogies, including the restorationist
“natural theology” of England's
seventeenth century, nature had
stood for "mutual subserviency,"
a chain of obligation tying depen
dents to lords and kings. Now it
stood instead for a kind of equality, whose naturalness was
evident in the way the world rewarded the efforts of ordi
nary people. Nature was even edifying: from constitutional
framer James Wilson and President John Quincy Adams to
Hudson River School painter Thomas Cole, early Americans
argued that the beauty of a well-settled landscape imparted
a harmonious character, while the sublimity of waterfalls
and mountain peaks inspired noble thoughts and high as
pirations. If its settlers only engaged it with energy and at
tentiveness, the continent would help to form a nation of
citizens. Arguing for the preservation of Yosemite Valley as
public land, Frederick Law Olmsted, designer of Manhat
tan’s Central Park and father of American landscape archi
tecture, invoked the “duty of the republican government" to
provide spaces "for the free use of the whole body of the peo
ple." These would provide a nation of citizens the enriching
recreation that Europe's aristocratic preserves had restricted
to elites.
This proto-democratic politics of nature also naturalized
a set of exclusions. Native Americans were styled the most
natural of peoples—except when their alleged failure to set
tle and develop the land justified their expropriation and
expulsion. Early politicians and jurists varied in whether

Arguments on behalf of nature
have concealed inequality among
people by treating that inequality
as part of a given world.
value and shape the world. These ideas range from Pope
Francis's call for stewardship within a political economy of
Catholic solidarity to the arguments of Peter Kareiva, the Na
ture Conservancy's senior science advisor, who believes that
conservation should focus on measurable human benefits,
especially those that bolster companies’bottom lines.
And yet, as these proposals demonstrate, one may recog
nize the condition while evading the insight. Kareiva and
the pope are, of course, making political arguments. But
each appeals to the allegedly self-evident lessons of nature,
whether it is a divinely created world or, in Kareiva’s telling,
a disenchanted and instrumentalized one. To invoke na
ture's self-evident meaning for human projects is to engage
in a kind of politics that tries, like certain openly religious
arguments, to lift itself above politics, to deny its political
character while using that denial as a form of persuasion.
It is akin in its paradox to partisan mobilization in favor
of constitutional originalism, which legitimates solutions
to political problems by recourse to extra-political crite
ria—in the present case, what nature was created to be, or
self-evidently is. Such arguments succeed by enabling their
advocates to make the impossible claim that only their op
ponents' positions are political, while their own reflect a
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they endorsed the claim that European
farmers had a natural right to expel Na
tive Americans, but the great majority
agreed at least with Chief Justice John
Marshall, who argued that, with or
without natural right, European expro
priation was the only alternative to the
unacceptable course of leaving the con
tinent "a wilderness."
In the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries, the politics of na
ture was essential to the Progressive
project of building a strong national
state justified by its expertise and util
itarian performance. Taking natural
resources as the paradigm of their pol
icies, reformers such as Theodore Roo
sevelt and Gifford Pinchot argued that
the laissez-faire, private-property-ori
ented development that had settled
much of the continent was ill suited to
the scale and complexity of nature. For
ests, rivers, and soil systems outran the
boundaries of private ownership and
the knowledge and virtue of the own
ers, creating crises of over-timbering,
erosion, and exhausted fertility. Only
government, staffed by experts, could
operate at the scale of these resources
and with proper knowledge of complex
scientific relationships.
Managing timber, waterways,
and other natural resources for max
imum benefit to the whole political
community, present and future, defined the practice that
these reformers called "conservation,”which they made the
touchstone of their governance. The same managerial util
itarianism, often called "human conservation," became the
standard for public health, antitrust, labor law, and public
education, to name just a few areas of policy. These reforms
greatly expanded the scope of governance, making much
that had been presumptively private—economic relations,
childrearing, the use of property—into matters of public
concern. At the same time, the reformers' concept of nature
restricted the kinds of judgments that a democratic commu
nity might make about these areas of life. In taking natural
resources as their model, Roosevelt and his fellow reformers
implied that political questions were susceptible to techno
cratic answers. Roosevelt himself argued that the fraught
questions of economic power infusing clashes of labor and
capital could take answers from calculations of "national
efficiency," a formula he derived from the principle of con
servation. In American politics, the technocratic boundary
on democratic argument saw some of its formative uses in
this Progressive politics of nature, which was a model of the
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larger Progressive theory of the administrative state. Like
many who today recognize the Anthropocene condition, but
not the insight, Progressives either did not see how the divi
sion of nature from artifice promoted exclusion, or else they
accepted it.
The same blend of politics and anti-politics marked the
Romantic politics of nature, which focused on the aesthetic
and spiritual importance of wild and spectacular places.
Groups such as the Sierra Club and the Boone and Crockett
Club injected these concerns into public-lands politics in the
1890s and afterward. These groups greatly influenced the
creation and management of national parks, wildlife refuges,
and, eventually, wilderness areas. They built Romantic social
movements on the idea that the natural world could elevate
and inspire human character. For members of these move
ments, inspiration and epiphany in wild nature became both
a shared activity and a marker of identity. They worked to
preserve landscapes where these defining experiences were
possible.
This was as generative a politics of nature as any in U.S.
history, whether measured in cultural creativity or effect
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on the country’s laws and landscapes. However, its pro
ponents disguised the political character of their work by
claiming that they merely advanced the simple meaning
of nature, which they were uniquely qualified to interpret.

atmosphere is also a great launderer of inequality: every
thing washes out in the weather, as poor regions see their
poverty confirmed by disasters for which no one can quite
be blamed, and rich countries demonstrate their resilience,
flexibility, and entrepreneurial ca
pacity.
It is too anodyne to say that
the planet’s crises create hazards
for which wealthy countries are
better prepared. More accurately,
these countries create a global
landscape of inequality in which
the wealthy find their advantages
multiplied. Human pressure on
the world’s supplies of food and
water mounts through nominally
voluntary contracts. Just as it was
once unimaginable that lords
would starve when famine struck a feudal society, now it is
unimaginable that rich countries will suffer, even in times of
global crisis and lack.
In this neoliberal Anthropocene, free contract within a
global market launders inequality through voluntariness.
It conflates the hard questions of how to use the world's
resources with the general economic questions of how to
allocate scarce and valued resources, and it offers answers
through the dispersed choices of the market. In its "progres
sive" form, it incorporates “prices”for "ecological goods and
services” and therefore ensures, for instance, that carbon
emissions have an economic cost to the emitter and wet
lands a value to the owner who preserves them.
But even the progressive managerial model maintains
two powerful constraints. First, it accepts vast inequality as
its starting point, which it mainly does not question. Sec
ond, because its key mechanism is individual choice within
the economic frame, it elides the political choice among
possible economic architectures. Because each economic
order is, in turn, a blueprint for a world that human activ
ity will help to create, this elision of political choice means
that the neoliberal Anthropocene is the death of possible
worlds.

The food movement provides a
possible model of the next politics
of nature, emphasizing the metab
olism between humans and world.
Sierra Club founder John Muir self-confidently expounded
the "lessons” of windstorms, waterfalls, and the high gran
ite vistas where, he wrote, he saw the face of God. His co
founder and longtime ally Joseph LeConte, a geology pro
fessor at the University of California, argued for decades
that humans completed divine design when they engaged
in just the aesthetic appreciation that the Sierra Club
prized and cultivated. Thus these Romantics combined a
democratic achievement with an anti-democratic, natural
izing twist.
In short, much of the American landscape is the legacy
of laws infused with shifting political images of nature,
each of which allowed for some kinds of contestation while
rejecting others. From national parks and wilderness areas
to farmland grids, all were imagined as places where the
ideal, intended human relationship to things—and, ex
plicitly or implicitly, to other people—could flourish. The
emerging Anthropocene politics of nature may yield a new
set of ideals. But if we embrace not just the Anthropocene
condition but also the insight—if we accept that there is
no boundary between nature and human action and that
nature therefore cannot provide a boundary around con
testation—we may have the basis of a democratic future.
It will be democratic in the double sense of thoroughly po
liticizing nature’s future and recognizing the imperative of
political equality among the people who will together create
that future.
TODAY’ S NEOLI BERAL ANTHROPOCENE

As ecology, economy, and politics unite with growing inten
sity—politics shaping the economy, which in turn orders the
collective shaping of the world—nature itself will enforce
economic and political inequality. Wealth has always meant
power to resist natural shocks and carry on living, through
medicine, reliable flows of food and water, and security
against those who might try to take these for themselves.
Thus catastrophe amplifies existing inequality. The global
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T OM O RR O W’S DEMOCRATIC
ANTHROPOCENE

The alternative, a democratic Anthropocene, can be forecast
only in fragments. To reflect on it is, in part, to reflect on
its nonexistence. Indeed, though the need for a democratic
Anthropocene is increasingly urgent, it may be impossible
to achieve because there is no political agent, community, or
even movement on the scale of humanity's world-making
decisions.
We can, however, imagine and work in the direction of
what we imagine. Imagining a democratic Anthropocene
might begin with a variation on Amartya Sen’s famous ob
servation that no famine has ever taken place in a democ-
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racy. That is, scarcity and plenty—comfort and despera
tion—arise from political choices of distribution, not just
natural facts. That process of imagination might begin, too,
with the recognition that different worlds, produced by po
litical choice and economic pattern, make possible different
ways of life, different uses of and relations with the nonhu
man world, different ways of seeing it and seeing one an
other within it.
One way to make these acts of imagining a democratic
Anthropocene more concrete is to look for its potential in
vital and generative areas of contemporary environmental
politics, where the matter of how and why to shape future
worlds reaches beyond the sorts of problems traditionally
associated with environmentalism.
One such area is the food movement, members of which
take a keen cultural—and sometimes political—interest in
how, where, and by whom our food is produced and with
what effects. Although it was once easily dismissed as an
elite fad, the movement continues to foster unprecedented
awarehess of how agribusiness shapes landscapes, the global
atmosphere, and human and ecological health. It has gener
ated new enthusiasm for participation: for taking a hand in
growing, harvesting, or killing one's food. It has lent salience
to the rise of global contractual networks of food provision,
such as those between Chinese companies and African
governments, critiquing these under the flag of "food sov
ereignty," which ties self-government to control of the food
system.
The food movement provides a possible model of the
next politics of nature. If the old vision of nature was one of
wilderness and the pristine, which assumes the separateness
of humans and nature, the new one might be agriculture,
which emphasizes how the constant, inescapable metabo
lism between humans and the rest of the world shapes both.
Understanding and changing this metabolism has practi
cal stakes, such as limiting fertilizer runoff or averting the
emergence of antibiotic-resistant diseases. But it also has
cultural and aesthetic stakes: shaping the food economy is
a way of shaping the work and play available to people, the
kinds of relations they can have to the soil and other living
things. As the law of parks and wilderness made possible
the iconic experience of the old politics of nature, the Farm
Bill, zoning laws, and all the other laws of agricultural create
today's landscape of possible, impossible, and forbidden ex
periences.
The food movement includes a number of elements that
might be generalized to help shape the politics of the An
thropocene. First, it recognizes that the aesthetically and
culturally significant aspects of environmental politics are
not restricted to romantic nature but are also implicated in
economic and policy areas long regarded as purely utilitar
ian. For example, a beautiful landscape worth preserving so
that people can encounter it need not be pristine: it could
be an agricultural landscape—preserved under easements
or helped along by a network of farmers markets and farm-
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to-table organizations—whose cultural contribution is that
people can work on it.
Second, and closely related, is the movement’s interest
not just in the quality of recreation that environmental
policy makes possible but also in the kinds and quality of
work through which people participate in and alter natural
processes, fust as parks policy is cultural policy, so might
food policy be. Indeed, it already is, though the nominal
goal of supporting independent farmers has mostly been
overwhelmed by the political economy of big agribusiness.
One can imagine, however, what food policy would look
like if set in a recognizably environmentalist register. The
most credible food politics would combine an aesthetic at
tention to landscape with a concern for power and justice
in the work of food production. An integrated view of food
systems would consider not just the landscapes they cre
ate and the picturesque qualities of farm labor but also the
safety and welfare of food workers who are often occluded
from our sight, whether they labor in slaughterhouses or
on industrial-scale farms, such as those of California’s Cen
tral Valley. This food policy would seek equal access to nu
trition through accessible stores selling affordable produce,
provision of adequate school lunches, and food assistance
programs for hungry families. In New Deal-era farm sup
ports and other agricultural policies tied to hunger relief,
these justice concerns were linked to a utilitarian vision
of agriculture as a system that should be engineered for
maximum production of calories (within certain economic
bounds of demand and efficiency). The new challenge is
to put these goals together with an approach to farm-andfood policy that asks what kinds of landscapes agriculture
should make and what kinds of human lives should be pos
sible there, so that the food movement’s interest in land
scape and work is not restricted to showpiece enclaves for
the wealthy.
Next consider the politics of energy. The energy economy
was long a largely technical issue for environmental politics,
a matter of sulfur dioxide emissions, power plant controls,
and carbon-efficiency ratios. None of this is less important
now than it was before, but it also belongs in a larger picture,
a recognition that each possible energy economy implies a
set of landscapes and kinds of human activity, even a ver
sion of the global atmosphere's chemistry and rhythms. Coal
shapes the surface of the earth—now more than ever, in the
age of mountaintop removal—but also shapes the future of
coastlines and weather through climate change. Other energy sources, such as wind power, imply their own versions
of disrupted landscapes and their own future atmospheric
chemistry.
An Anthropocene revision of the energy economy
would involve several critical shifts. The most straightfor
ward, of course, would be to intensify awareness that coalfired power is tied to mountaintop removal, strip mining,
and other damaging practices. The connection between
ubiquitous power and faraway destruction must become
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as vivid and immediate as the fuel efficiency of one's car.
A fuller version of the Anthropocene fuel economy would
recognize that, even apart from the most destructive ex
tremes, different energy economies imply different land
scapes: mines or windmills, power plants or solar panels,
big power lines or distributed grids. Local and state require
ments to increase the share of renewable energy sources in
utilities' portfolios are an early stage of this politics. Differ
ent energy economies also imply different ways for individ
uals to engage with the system. In the current energy econ
omy, most people are still cast as mere consumers, whose
electricity costs are regulated by a combination of public
rate-setting and quasi-market relations among heavily
regulated semi-monopolists. Distributed energy systems,
such as those incorporating household solar production,
treat participants as co-producers of energy. Net metering
technology shows the share of a household's power com
ing from, or going to, the grid. Other schemes allow users
to specify that they want their power bills assigned to re
newable energy companies, providing an increased market
share for such companies, which would be largely nonviable if their power contributions were not differentiated
from those of coal-fired plants. Here, again, issues of justice
and power arise: as long as the move to renewably pro
duced power is posed as a private opt-out from the tradi
tional power grid, it presents the risk of a so-called utility
death spiral, in which the poorest consumers are stranded
on the traditional grid and face mounting rates to fund its
fixed costs. A comprehensive recasting of public energy
policy could avoid these inequitable results, but there is no
ecotopia in any of these futures: the aesthetics of windmills
are much contested—they harm migratory birds—and so
lar panels have big land-use footprints.
From these concrete contests over the future of en
ergy, new alignments and visions can emerge. It is help
ful to remember how recently the basic terms of today’s
environmental politics came to be and how far they were
from being obvious. “The environment” itself was a novel
term after World War II and grew in prominence during
the 1950s and '60s, taking definite shape as a category of
problem and a special topic of politics. In earlier decades,
it would not have occurred to Progressive managers or Si
erra Club activists to unite a congeries of challenges—ur
ban sprawl, litter, radioactive fallout, air pollution, national
parks management, dwindling biodiversity—under a sin
gle label as problems of “the environment." By the begin
ning of the 1970s, the category was almost self-evident, and
its associated movements inspired a wave of legislation in
the United States and much of the developed world. The
environment had to be invented before it could be saved.
Its invention placed one cluster of issues at the center of the
public's attention while leaving others—such as food and
energy, or the inequalities now to be rectified according to
the demands of "environmental justice”—on the margins.
In recovering some of those neglected issues and making
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them central, today’s environmental politics may contain
the beginning of new syntheses of ideas and action for the
Anthropocene.
WH A T I S “ E N V I R O N M E N T A L ” ?

In the Anthropocene world, what does it mean to call some
politics "environmental"? If climate change or the energy
economy is not environmental, then nothing is. But these is
sues also touch everything else: technological development,
public health, the shape of the economy. If everything is en
vironmental, then the term has no use.
One sense in which it still makes sense is to capture the
dimension of each issue that concerns the value of the world
and the meaning of the human place in it. What kind of
beauty, surprise, and harmony does our half-made world
provide? Which half-built landscapes can we see there, and
how can we work and play in them? How will our time in
them move us, help us to see ourselves differently, and throw
out unexpected prompts for the next politics of nature? This
question is present in food, energy, and the management
of global climate disruption. It is aesthetic and, if you like,
spiritual. It is also thoroughly political, although the politics
adequate to the challenge does not exist yet, except in frag
ments.
What is the role of justice in this politics? Environmen
tal justice has been a catchphrase for two decades, but it
usually refers to nothing more than the distribution of pol
lution and other environmental harms. It is important, but
not surprising, that this distribution tracks that of other
kinds of vulnerability in highly unequal societies. In the
Anthropocene, environmental justice might mean not just
equal protection against ecological degradation but also an
equal role in shaping the future of the planet, contributing
vision and priorities to a politics that has often been elite
and elitist. It might mean, for instance, that someone from
Appalachian highlands being shattered for coal mining or a
West African village whose farms are controlled by Chinese
overseers would have a say in how her world is remade, a
privilege already taken for granted by those lucky few who
live near the mountains outside Boulder, in the Berkeley
Hills, or in the suburban Boston woods around Walden
Pond. It is too easy to say that, in the Anthropocene, we
have to get used to change—a bromide that comes most
readily to those with some control over the changes they
confront—when the real problem is precisely how to build
politics that can make the next set of changes more nearly
a product of democratic intent than they currently seem
destined to be.
Even that thought, however, is a reminder that this is only
a fighting chance, part of a fighting future. The politics of
the Anthropocene will be either democratic or horrible. That
alternative is no guarantee that a democratic Anthropocene
would be decorous, pleasant, or admirable, but only that it
would be a shared effort to shape our more-than-human fu
ture with human hands.
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RESPONSES

00 GULDI
Hans Rothfels Assistant Professor
o f History at Brown University

HAT CAN WE DO TO TAKE STEPS

toward Purdy’s democratic
Anthropocene? We need
laws that will protect hu
mans from displacement and a vision
of state-directed land use capable of an
swering the scale of the problem.

latter were routinely thrown out of
court. This bias made it increasingly
difficult for New Zealand’s Maori to
defend their property in court once
a white settler had laid claim to it. In
Kenya, the coming of British land laws
superimposed a new definition of
rights; long-time residents suddenly
became "squatters." Around the world
today, we need legal entitlements to
land and water to protect native peo
ples and the global poor from mass
displacement, genocide, and incarcer
ation.
Law can be reformed. Indeed, it
has been, again and again—to pro
tect the poor from an industry of
landlords who use their wages as an
effortless source of profit while fail
ing to improve habitations. In nine
teenth-century Britain, anti-eviction
laws extended from six nights to
twelve months the length of time that
a tenant had to find a new residence,
while fair-rent courts negotiated down
rents paid by the indebted poor. In the
United States, the 1934 Frazier-Lemke
Act restricted the power of banks to
foreclose on farmers. Eviction and
foreclosure are reemerging today as
the primary tools for displacing poor
people as farmland becomes more
expensive and drought-stricken land
becomes untenable. Reforming the
law to provide access to shelter, food,

WE NEED A VISION OF STATE-DIRECTED LAND
USE CAPABLE OF ANSWERING THE SCALE OF
TODAY’S PROBLEMS.
Property law has long been in the
service of kicking people out of the
economy. By the seventeenth century,
European states were passing laws to
exclude Jews and Catholics from buy
ing or inheriting property. As empire
expanded around the globe, the West
ern model of individual proprietor
ship came to trump collective land
rights; documents supporting the
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and water in the tradition of Progres
sive-era anti-eviction measures is a fit
challenge for human rights advocates.
Reforming rights to land won't
be enough, though. We also need
to improve the way we use it. Purdy
calls for a new New Deal, but what
would such a plan look like? Few
have dreamed on this scale for a long
time, and reformers may profit from

looking backward to the Progressive
era—to see what might work, as well
as what to avoid.
Progressive schemes included
"land banks" intended to settle Eu
rope's poor on wastelands, such as
those of western Ireland. In retro
spect, these arrangements seem more
like penal colonies or plantations
where the poor would farm for the
rich or subsist on land that previously
had been offered rent-free. The out
comes were unjust.
Other nineteenth-century dream
ers looked to the market—shareholder
interest, in particular—as the basis
for negotiating land ownership and
land use, much like modern carbon
trading in its aim of letting exchange
remedy the economy. Property own
ers and their tenants would become
shareholders; their land interests, rep
resented by paper tickets, would fluc
tuate on an open market. The tenant
who turned a parking space into a
permaculture raised-bed paradise
could make a profit by reselling his
interest. The plan was never executed,
but, in theory, the market would more
efficiently reward innovation than the
current system of slow-moving land
sales.
At the other utopian pole were
state-directed schemes. The govern
ment would buy out enormous pieces
of property and oversee their conver
sion to noble uses. Eminent domain
was used to turn over rental properties
to the poor; in other cases, vacant land
was turned into community gardens
for urban residents. On local levels,
these plans were often effective. On a
national level, they were hampered by
impossibly vague schemes or outright
corruption.
Do we dare imagine today that the
same law of eminent domain could
back a nationwide plan to replace pes
ticide-laced agriculture with organic
farming? Can we improve upon the
corruptions and impediments that
plagued these movements in the past?
It will take a century’s collective acts of
courage to shift the roadblocks on the
path to repair our blasted planet.
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NLIKE MANY WHO APPEAL TO

the Anthropocene simply to
advance the cause of geoengi
neering, Jedediah Purdy begins
with an assessment of our political
condition. Still, he fails to appreciate
the nature of the geopolitics responsi
ble for the crisis we face. If we are to
take up his noble call for an ecologi
cal democracy, we must acknowledge
that the violence done to our planet
has largely been perpetrated not by all
humans but by a select group of Eu

resettlement—is essential to grasping
how the planet got to this point, and
how "we" could possibly become dem
ocratic.
As Purdy points out, the “hum an”
footprint involves much more than
just carbon dioxide. On a geological
time scale, the effects of atmospheric
carbon dioxide are dwarfed by those of
radioactivity. And if the Anthropocene
is meant to name the scale of human
impacts on the planet, it should refer
not only to warming but also to cooling
the earth. Europeanization has done
both at levels that even China’s current
growth cannot match.
Beginning in 1610, a small-scale
ice age took hold of the planet when
some twenty million people killed by
the European invasion of the Ameri
cas resulted in vast reforestation of the
North and South American continents.
Waves of well-armed European explor
ers and settlers leveraged the devasta
tion for their own gain. There is no way
to know how many languages, cities,
cosmologies, and ways of inhabiting
the world were lost in this genocide
and terraforming of the Americas.
The history of nuclear weapons is
also predominantly European. The
bombing of Hiroshima on August 6,

PROPERLY NAMED, OUR ERA IS NOT THE
ANTHROPOCENE BUT THE EUROCENE.
ropeans. The Anthropos—the human
species as such—is not to blame. Prop
erly named, our era is not the Anthro
pocene but the Eurocene.
It was a European elite that devel
oped a distinctively mechanistic view
of matter, an oppositional relationship
to nature, and an economic system in
debted to geographical expansion. The
resulting political orders measured
success by how much wealth could be
generated in the exploitation of peoples
and resources. Understanding Europe
anization—the forces of racial superi
ority, economic hegemony, and global
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1945, is only the beginning of this story.
In the years that have followed, more
than 2,000 nuclear weapons have been
tested, about 97 percent of which were
detonated by European powers. Those
detonations do not appear as tests from
the perspectives of the Marshallese or
Western Shoshone. The nuclear pow
ers of the Eurocene—the United States,
Russia, the United Kingdom, France,
and Israel—possess 97 percent of the
15,800 nuclear weapons on the planet.
A seventy-year nuclear war has spread
cancer, incinerated sacred lands, and
made other spaces uninhabitable.

Acknowledging the distinctively
European history of our geological era
serves a practical as well as a polemical
end. Any democratic project must con
front the geopolitics of the Eurocene be
cause it challenges the very paradigm
of equality. “In the Anthropocene,”
Purdy writes, “environmental justice
m ight... mean an equal role in shaping
the future of the planet." In fact, envi
ronmental justice will require unequal
roles: significantly constraining, even
repressing, the powers of the Eurocene.
On the eve of the creation of the
United Nations at the Dumbarton Oaks
conference, W. E. B. Du Bois saw the
failure of a dream before it had even
been fully formed: the vast new inter
national body was little more than the
institutionalization of the global "color
line.”Purdy’s suggestion that the planet
could be governed equally ignores
the vast systems of injustice—settlercolonialism, primitive accumulation,
and violent power politics—that stand
in the way. Environmental justice will
require the kind of struggle taken up
by Du Bois and Frantz Fanon, at a
global scale.
It should come as no surprise that
the food sovereignty and anti-fos
sil fuel movements Purdy describes
are led by members of marginalized
groups who see no future in our cur
rent geopolitical order. Indigenous,
black, and brown people are at the van
guard of political struggle not because
they are more natural but because they
have had front-row seats for the mak
ing of this crisis.
The Eurocene is not perpetrated by
all people of European heritage, many
of whom oppose the existing geopoliti
cal order. This distinction only intensi
fies the need to rethink democratization
as demanding a politics of inequality
rather than a politics of incorporation.
As Sylvia Wynter has said, “We must
now collectively undertake a rewrit
ing of knowledge as we know it . . .
because the West did change the world,
totally.” To do so means exiting the
Anthropocene as an idea, and collec
tively—even if not equally—exiting
the Eurocene as a failed epoch.
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pocene Jedediah Purdy seeks? I
share his goals and values, but the new
food movement will not get us there.
Purdy describes it as offering us "an
agricultural landscape—preserved
under easements or helped along by
a network of farmers markets and
farm-to-table organizations—whose
cultural contribution is that people can

directly to customers. Yet the share of
our nation’s total fresh produce mov
ing through these local channels is
still tiny, just 1.6 percent. If we tried to
grow and sell all of our fresh produce
through these highly localized arrange
ments, it would hardly be a plus for the
environment, since it would necessi
tate a roughly sixtyfold increase in the
amount of land used for farming in
peri-urban communities. Plowing up
all of our golf courses would only get
us partway there, so wildlife habitats
would have to suffer. In colder sections
of the country, localized production
would require expanded greenhouse
use during the winter months, with
large carbon-based energy demands.
Nor would carbon emissions from
transport decline. Localized systems
move very small loads of food in
pickup trucks and personal vehicles,
as opposed to bulk shipment by boat
or rail, incurring a much larger carbon
footprint per tomato delivered. Beyond
fresh produce, localizing meat, dairy,
egg, and field-crop production would
mean moving these operations away
from lightly populated agricultural
states into more densely populated
areas much closer to cities, another
land-use nightmare. There would also

THE FOOD MOVEMENT WILL NOT
GET US TO A DEMOCRATIC AND
SUSTAINABLE ANTHROPOCENE,
work on it.” This arrangement can be
appealing in small doses, but if we try
to feed more than a tiny part of our so
ciety this way, serious damage will be
done, both to the natural environment
and to our democracy. It comes down
to economics.
The number of farmers markets in
America has indeed increased more
than fourfold in the past two decades.
We now also have roughly thirteen
thousand farms devoted to commu
nity supported agriculture, selling
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be dangers to public health from closer
proximity to animal diseases and waste.
Moving toward a localized food
system built around diversified small
farms would also place important so
cial values at risk. Purdy’s small-farm
landscape would require far more hu
man labor in agriculture compared to
our current large-scale mechanized
systems. The last time we had a Purdystyle diversified small farm system
was 120 years ago, when 40 percent of
Americans lived and worked on farms,

compared to less than 2 percent today.
Children provided a significant portion
of the labor. Going back to the land on
this scale would therefore require ei
ther social coercion or the lure of dra
matically higher farm wages—paid
for by much higher food prices, which
would be unjust to the poor. Purdy’s vi
sion would be easier to accommodate
if we could switch the nation to a veg
etarian diet, but this would be coercive
to the 97 percent of Americans who
currently eat meat.
Fortunately, the current perfor
mance of conventional farming is
opening an escape from these prob
lems. On a per unit of production basis,
America’s large and specialized com
mercial farms are better at conserving
soil, water, and wildlife habitat than are
the small, diversified, local farms fa
vored by the new food movement. Our
large farms can afford the technical in
novations (GPS-steered equipment, soil
mapping, remote sensing, precision
planting, variable-rate chemical appli
cation systems, laser-leveled fields, drip
irrigation) capable of producing food
using far less land, labor, water, and
chemicals. Since 1940, as American
farms have grown larger and upgraded
their technology, corn production
has quintupled, even as the total area
planted with corn has decreased. Total
production has continued to rise, yet ni
trogen fertilizer use peaked in 1981, and
pesticide use peaked in 1973. In corn
production between 1980 and 2011, irri
gation water use per bushel of produc
tion declined 53 percent, energy use de
clined 43 percent, and greenhouse gas
emissions declined 36 percent.
What saves nature, then, is not a
lyrical return to the less capable farm
ing systems of the past. Attempting
that would be bad for nature and for
our democratic society. The way to
save both nature and democracy is to
embrace more productive systems that
depend less on human labor and on nat
ural resources. This means new invest
ments in technology, more specializa
tion, more scale, and capturing greater
efficiencies through trade. We need to
get over the fact that this isn't romantic.
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a rr a tiv es of t h e

A nthropo-

cene are prone to essentialism:
the hum an species is respon
sible for climate change, and
some innate trait of ours is to blame.
Jedediah Purdy’s essay is refreshingly
free of such generalizations. It is sensi
tive to the particular forces that shape
the biosphere: it registers the fields of
inequality on which environmental di
sasters play out, notes the brutality of
market-based allocation, and enjoins us

ties. I affect my partner, possibly pro
foundly, but still she is ontologically in
dependent of me: she existed prior to
our encounter and has her own ways.
However I might influence her, she re
tains her autonomy. The same is true
of the relationship between the social
and the natural. Nature existed before
us and will likely go on existing after
us. That does not mean we do not af
fect it. In her new book Autonomous
Nature, Carolyn Merchant emphasizes
that “the way in which nature as an au
tonomous system behaves depends on
how humans behave in relationship to
it.”
At stake here, then, is precisely
w hat we mean by “nature." Kate Sop
e r ’s m asterpiece W hat is Nature?
(1995) defends the following answer:
"those m aterial structures and pro
cesses that are independent of h u 
m an activity (in the sense that they
are not a hum anly created product),
and whose forces and causal powers
are the necessary conditions of every
hum an practice, and determ ine the
possible forms it can take." This thing
surely h asn't come to an end, as cli
mate change itself illustrates. Humans
have dum ped enormous am ounts of
carbon dioxide into the atm osphere

N A TU R E IS N O T DEAD B U T M O R E ALIVE T H A N
EVER. T H IS IS T H E PAR ADO X OF O U R ERA.
to see catastrophe as a result of "politi
cal choices of distribution, not just nat
ural facts.” In place of this neoliberal
state of affairs, Purdy calls for more
democracy.
All this is to be saluted. But less
compelling is his conception of nature
as m alleable— subject to the hum an
power to shape it.
"As a practical matter,” Purdy writes,
“‘nature’ no longer exists independent
of hum an activity." Probably what he
means is that nature is not unaffected
by hum an activity. But immaculacy
and independence are different quali
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since the Holocene, helping to raise
levels from 280 to more than 400 parts
per million. But we don’t carry out the
complex chemical and geological pro
cesses that respond. Human activity is
only one element of the system; nature
plays a role, too. At whatever point one
chooses to study global warming, one
finds natural relations with no social
input whatsoever—between the Arctic
sea ice and the jet stream, for example,
or between the color of surfaces and
their absorption of heat, monsoons
and moisture, storm surges and sea
levels.

From this point of view, nature is
not dead but more alive than ever. This
is the paradox of our era: the more pro
foundly (some) humans have come to
shape nature by burning fossil fuels,
the more intensely nature comes to af
fect (some) hum an lives; the more so
cial relations disrupt natural ones, the
more the reverse.
W hat is to be done? We can treat
either natural or social relations as
malleable. Purdy seems to treat both
that way. He is anxious to reject the
conservative position that everything
is eternal—the ultimate fraud of natu
ralization. His Anthropocene is meant
to set us free. This progressive impulse
is laudable, but even beyond the theo
retical problems with his conception of
nature, it is not clear it offers any strate
gic benefit.
Consider the m ovem ent 350.0rg,
nam ed for its goal: reducing atm o
spheric carbon dioxide levels to 350
parts per million. Fighting for 350 is
the very opposite of embracing the An
thropocene. It may be quixotic, but it is
not technically unfeasible. Rather than
engineer a new climate, this movement
would have us m inim ize our distur
bance of it as best we can.
350.0rg has been instrum ental in
the surge of climate activism that has
brought us fossil fuel divestment cam
paigns, the People’s Climate March,
and the victory over the Keystone XL
pipeline. Purdy condemns the use of
"extra-political criteria" to solve po
litical problem s. But in the case of
350.0rg, using a scientifically based
criterion seems to have been a suc
cessful recipe for denaturalizing and
politicizing clim ate change. W ith
the divestm ent cam paign, even the
circuits of financial capital, so far re
m oved from public accountability,
have been called into question. W hy
do some people profit from the ex
traction of fossil fuels? Shouldn't all
energy investm ent be placed under
public control? Here the ideal is a
dem ocratic anti-A nthropocene. As
much as it runs counter to all current
trajectories, it seems to be the best
hope we have.
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wish for a democratic Anthropocene, one with new institu
tions to facilitate democratic
decision-making about the environ
mental choices we face. In the case of
climate change, a necessary first step is
to recognize that there are hard choices
between alternate futures, not simply a
political fight about carbon pollution.
The way we frame a problem shapes
attempts to solve it, so thinking of en-

WE MUST CHOOSE
BETWEEN ALTERNATE
FUTURES, NOT JUST
FIGHT POLLUTION.
vironmental dilemmas as pollution
invites an obvious, almost axiomatic
solution: less pollution. If the problem
is just an unintended side effect of eco
nomic production, we can draw on the
neoliberal architecture of markets to
manage the externalities. All we have
to do is weigh the costs of pollution
cuts against the benefits to find the so
cial optimum and then decide how to
distribute the costs. Problem solved.
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But this framing takes far too much
for granted, and it blinds us to the nor
mative choices that underlie the most
significant environmental problems
we face.
The pollution frame does work
well for certain problems, such as
lead in gasoline, which cut the IQs of
people born in my age cohort by sev
eral points. Though one can imagine
that the tetraethyl lead lobbyists ar
gued that it was not cost-effective to
cut emissions too fast, I am confident
that none of them wanted more lead
in their kids' blood. But pollution is
a wholly unsatisfactory way to think
about landscape-management choices
such as the reintroduction of wolves to
Yellowstone or the possible re-creation
of wooly mammoths.
If environmental problems span a
continuum with lead pollution on one
end and rewilding on another, where
does climate change fall? It would fall
closer to pollution if climate changes
were uniformly harmful and if carbon
emissions from energy production
were the only way humans influence
the climate.
But climate change is change, not
pollution.
Over the last few millennia, the
biosphere has experienced what may
be among the lowest carbon dioxide
concentrations in geologic history,
low enough to force plants to adapt in
novel ways to manage the low-carbon
environment. This doesn't mean that
increasing carbon dioxide concentra
tions is "natural" or right. While an
increase in carbon concentration will
bring some benefits, such as higher
growth rates for some crops, there can
be no doubt that the harms of climate
change will outweigh the benefits,
particularly when the climate changes
quickly. From humanity's crops to the
location of our cities on the current
coastlines to the physiology of our
sweat, we have adapted to the current
climate.
The pollution frame suggests that
the only way we affect the climate is
by carbon emissions. But there are
many more tools in the carbon-climate

toolbox. We can also engineer adapta
tions to a changing climate for us and
for other species. We can move car
bon from the atmosphere to the active
biosphere or even put it back under
ground (carbon geoengineering), and
we can directly alter the earth’s climate
by changing the amount of sunlight the
earth absorbs (solar geoengineering).
Whether to pursue these approaches
is a question for Purdy’s democratic
institutions, but it and many others
are invisible from within the pollution
frame.
In the short term our focus should
be on cutting emissions, and for this
objective "carbon pollution” is both an
effective political label and a sensible
guide to action. But looking further
ahead, climate change poses deeper
dilemmas that do not offer obvious
answers. Grappling with them is a job
for Purdy's democratic Anthropocene:
it is my hope that ours becomes, as Oli
ver Morton neatly puts it in The Planet
Remade, his new book on geoengineer
ing, "the deliberate planet.”

ANNATSING
Author o f The Mushroom at the End of

the World: On the Possibility of Life in
Capitalist Ruins

I

WRITE THIS THINKING OF THE toxic

mine tailings spilling over First
Nations lands in British Colum
bia and Colorado. I think of how
fracking has created a mud volcano in
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Java, displacing 40,000 human res
idents and burying their crops and
remaining wild places. As we reflect
on such human-made environmental
catastrophes, two additional insights
must be added to Jedediah Purdy's.

ceptionalism—in other words, a “good
Anthropocene.” The most strident
good-Anthropocene advocates—the
ecomodernists—argue that attention
to ecology should exclusively fulfill
human dreams of profit and control;

WE NEED TO FIGHT FOR ECOLOGIES IN WHICH
HUMANS AND OTHERS SPECIES SHARE
COMMON CONDITIONS FOR FLOURISHING.
First, with the livability of so many
ecologies under threat, it is no longer
possible to advocate a political phi
losophy that addresses only human
relations with other humans. Second,
the insights, commitments, and mobi
lizations of people other than British
and American philosophers will be
essential.
Many commentators continue to
put their hope in more engineering,
more capitalism, and more human ex-
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they oppose other views and goals as
anti-modern. Purdy brings a critical
eye and a more egalitarian vision of
the good Anthropocene to the dis
cussion, but his proposal retains the
unlikely-to-be-fulfilled desire to see
modern man in charge. It is time to
fight for a “short Anthropocene," that
is, to endeavor to hold on to the crossracial, cross-national, and cross-species
entanglements that make our lives,
human and nonhuman, possible.

As Audre Lorde advised, "The mas
ter's tools will never dismantle the
master's house." More plantations, for
example, will not solve the problems
caused by plantations. Plantations, in
deed, are an important element of An
thropocene threats to biodiversity. The
industrialization of plants and the plant
industrial trade have bred and spread
pathogens that endanger even those
plants most happy to live with humans.
Consider the disease called sudden
oak death, which is destroying anthro
pogenic woodlands in California. It is
caused by a water mold, a Phytophthora,
which was introduced repeatedly, prob
ably through the industrial nursery
trade. Industrial nursery production has
both spread the disease and augmented
its virulence through hybridization of
once-isolated strains. As botanist Oliver
Rackham warns: "Catastrophes are not
necessarily abnormal__ It is the rate of
catastrophes—every few years instead
of once in a millennium—that matters.”
He continues, "Globalising tree-planting
inevitably tends to globalise tree dis
eases."
Rackham offers a clear program for
halting the enhancement of Phytoph
thora virulence: the deindustrialization
of the plant-nursery trade. He shows
how care for woodlands is incompat
ible with shipping soil and seedlings
around the world at the speed and
scale of current commercial standards.
This is a dangerous practice that has no
practical advantages: it kills the famil
iar local trees that are its most common
commercial objects.
This example points to emergent
thinking about the possibilities of stra
tegic deindustrialization and degrowth
programs that might attend to the
multispecies coordinations of Holo
cene ecologies—that is, those in which
humans and other species continue to
share common conditions for flourish
ing. And while it is important to begin
with specifics, there is a big story here.
In the second half of the twentieth
century, the Cold War sponsored a race
toward the dream of the modern. Bigger
and bigger earth-transforming projects
were put into play as part of that race.
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The megadams of the twentieth century
were each designed to be higher than
the last—not for reasons of necessary ir
rigation, electric power, or flood control,
but rather because doing so allowed de
velopers and nations to promote them
selves as successful in the game. In this
process, modernist earth-changing proj
ects were naturalized as the only way
for humans to inhabit the earth. Other
alternatives, such as small dams, an old
vernacular practice, were denigrated as
backward or unproductive. The "great
acceleration” after 1950, with its char
acteristic J-curves connecting world
systems and earth systems, resulted in
large part from the Cold War race to the
dream of the modem.
To mobilize for a short Anthropocene is to dismantle this race, much of
which has made little contribution to
wellbeing of any kind.
Non-environmental rejections of
Cold War truths also pile up; we see
them in the popular revalorization of
other ways of being in the world (re
ligious, indigenous, etc.). For the most
part, these movements have not con
nected livability with the maintenance
of Holocene ecologies. Still, they sug
gest that faith in Cold War modernity
now seems strange to many people
around the world—and perhaps es
pecially to those who were impover
ished, preyed upon, and displaced by
the race. The key challenge ahead is
to form productive alliances between
struggles for more-than-human livable
ecologies and struggles for political en
franchisement among humans.
To open Anthropocene discus
sions to a wider public will require
hard work on the part of those elites
accustomed to imagining their own
goals as universal. At the same time,
too, we will need to take cross-species
interdependence much more seriously.
Humans cannot live without plants,
which produce the oxygen we breathe.
We cannot digest our food without
the help of intestinal bacteria. Our
cross-species entanglements give us
life—and make us vulnerable. Nonhu
mans are implicated in our politics; we
need them in our deliberations.
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CCORDING TO JEDED1AH PURDY,

the Anthropocene has denat
uralized nature. In a sense it
represents the final triumph
of human agency: there is no longer
anything that we do not have a hand
in making. Purdy’s argument is well
intentioned, but I see in it the risk of
further succumbing to Western capi
talism’s delusion of its own omnipo
tence. Humanity must realize that its
grandiose evaluation of the extent of

dence is largely responsible for the
pernicious illusion of control that now
leads many to feel that human laws
trump the laws of nature. This evolu
tion shows surprising kinship with the
development of the natural sciences.
As the two disciplines matured along
parallel tracks during the modern pe
riod, so too did the conceptual rela
tionship between the “laws of nature”
and human laws. Mutually reliant on
notions of a world governed by rigid (if
occulted) principles, science and juris
prudence together undergird the dom
inant Western worldview that human
control is perfectible.
Our juridically obsessed modernity
has given rise to an ideology of domi
nation that supports this century's un
sustainable extractive capitalism. In
little more than three hundred years,
we have used the law, science, and
technology to transform our world
from one of abundant commons and
scarce capital into one of excessive
capital and paltry ecological and so
cial commons. The unlimited growth
of private business has overthrown
the sovereignty of the commons and
privatized much of what formerly be
longed to it. Yet even in the short term,
the corporate world and the political

RATHER THAN DEMAND THAT NATURE SUBMIT
TO HUMAN LAWS, WE NEED AN ECOLOGICAL
UNDERSTANDING OF THOSE LAWS.
its own agency is more fantasy than
fact. In The Ecology of Law (2015),
Fritjof Capra and I share with Purdy,
Naomi Klein, and many others the
conviction that the current state of
ecological catastrophe changes every
thing. Unlike Purdy, though, Capra
and I argue for a path of devolution
rather than an insistence on even
more human power.
Politics is the vehicle of human
agency, and law is its tool. Jurispru

process that colludes with it are mani
festly unsustainable.
Offering hope for the future, cut
ting-edge science has begun to aban
don the modernist vision of nature as
an aggregate of discrete components,
instead embracing a vision of nature
that is based on patterns of relation
ships, systemic thinking, and ecologi
cal community. This turn began during
the first three decades of the twentieth
century, when two new theories of
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physics, quantum theory and relativity
theory, shattered all the principles of
scientific positivism. Perhaps the great
est shock was the discovery that the
world could no longer be decomposed
into independent, elementary units. A
subatomic particle is in essence a set
of relationships that reach outward to
other things, which are themselves sets
of relationships. A spectacular shift in
emphasis from the parts to the whole
followed, breaking the CartesianNewtonian paradigm. Unfortunately,
an equivalent paradigm shift in the de
signing and implementing of human
laws has not followed, one that would
move the center of our attention from
the individual to relationships within
the commons. The need for such a shift
is urgent. For the first time in the his
tory of Western thought, a dramatic
separation has emerged between the
laws of nature—which are self-sustain
ing and community based—and hu
man laws that champion the extractive
and the individual.
Rather than demand that nature
submit to human laws, which serve
our desire for accumulation, we need
a profound change of legal paradigms
and an ecological understanding of hu
man laws. A new ecological-legal order
would be based on legal and natural
literacy, an embrace of resources held
in common, and a concerted effort to
limit the disasters of the Anthropocene. This new legal order can be nei
ther designed nor imposed, but must
instead be allowed to emerge organ
ically from material processes, from
collective subjectivities learning from
nature rather than dictating to it. The
Ecology o f Law shows how we can all
participate in creating this new Gaian
Law by resisting the current positivist
law of the Anthropocene, which seeks
to concentrate power in the hands of a
few.
We know that nature sustains life
through a set of laws and ecological
principles that are generative and
never extractive. Allowing them to
thrive and seeking to learn from them
is better than making them the object
of political projects.
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V A N D A N A S H IV A

Author of S to le n

H a rv e s t:

The H ija c k in g o f th e G lo b a l
Food S u p p ly

to the earth to be facing our
own extinction. Our only hope is to
embrace our identity as one human
ity. And we can only secure a future
by recognizing that we are part of the
earth—not separate from the earth,
and not her masters.
The undeniable power of man is ap
parent in the destruction that we have

short-term benefit of some humans.
She is the creative force of the universe.
Most nonindustrial cultures have
viewed the earth as living, as Mother
Earth. James Lovelock called her Gaia,
after the ancient Greek earth goddess,
when he realized that the earth cre
ates the conditions for life through her
self-organization and self-regulation.
We are alive today because the earth
allows it. To be aware that we are alive
because our beautiful earth is alive—
and that we therefore have a duty to
protect her ecosystems and diverse
species—is to live in the Ecocene.
The Ecocene is informed by the in
creasing awareness among humans of
the ecological processes of the earth
that shape and sustain life. We are part
of the earth community. We are earth
citizens. The earth has rights, and we
have a duty to care for the earth, all her
beings, and our fellow humans. The
Ecocene asks us to correct and tran
scend the mistakes, false assumptions,
and limitations that have brought us to
the precipice of ecological collapse.
I consciously avoid calling our age
the Anthropocene. The anthropocen
tric worldview is the cause of so much
of the ecological destruction in our
time. To continue to put humans at

T H E P O W E R TO D E S TR O Y T H E EARTH
DO ES N O T G IVE H U M A N S T H E R IG H T
TO C O N TR O L ITS R ESO U R C ES.
caused in such a short period. When
our age is called the Anthropocene, it is
in reference to the power of man to dis
rupt the Earth's ecological processes.
But it would be arrogant and irrespon
sible to claim that this power to destroy
should give some humans the right to
control the earth's resources, processes,
and systems to the detriment of other
human and nonhuman living beings
and systems. Prakriti (Sanskrit for "na
ture”) is more than a human construct
or an object to be manipulated for the

the center is to perpetuate the hubris
at the root of the ecological destruction
of the earth—and, with it, our own fu
ture. As Einstein said, you cannot solve
a problem with the same mindset that
caused it. The democratic Anthropo
cene Purdy proposes is insufficiently
democratic because it leaves out the
earth's rights and the rights of nonhu
man species as equal members of the
earth family. What we need is earth de
mocracy—the democracy of all life on
earth.
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Purdy’s democratic Anthropocene
also ignores the worldview of many
non-W estern cultures. A nthropocen
trism goes hand in hand with ethnocentrism and the paradigms that emerged
in the West with the rise of colonialism,
industrialism, and capitalism. The idea
that the world should be remade to ful
fill our needs is not new: it has its roots
in the ancient Roman concept of "Terra
Nullius," w hich negated the personhood and sovereignty of non-Romans
by declaring all land occupied by them
free for the taking. This same concept
was applied by m odern W estern colo
nial powers to the non-Western world
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and underwrote the slaughter, enslave
ment, and genocide of entire peoples.
The papal bull of 1493, Inter caetera,
divvied the Americas between Spain
and Portugal on the assum ption that
the brown-skinned, non-Christian peo
ples living there had no rights that a
white Christian was obligated to honor.
In other words, we have been down
this road before: when advocates for a
global Anthropocene claim to speak on
behalf of non-Westerners, it is mostly
the case that they are instead speaking
over non-Westerners.
But there are signs of hope. It is an
indication of the sea change in our col

lective consciousness that Pope Fran
cis, in his encyclical of 2015, communi
cates a very different worldview from
Inter caetera. Laudato si' opens with
St. Francis's "Canticle of the Creatures":
"Praise be to you, my Lord, through our
Sister, Mother Earth, who sustains and
governs us, and who produces various
fruits with coloured flowers and herbs."
This resonates deeply with the Indian
philosophy of Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam, which espouses that the earth
is one family. It resonates with the con
temporary movement for the rights of
Mother Earth. It resonates w ith cul
tures and faiths across the world.
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Author o f Animal Studies:
An Introduction

o r s o m e , t h e i d e a o f t h e An thropocene honors hum ans.
For others, it recognizes that
hum an activity has grievously
harm ed the earth community. Disre
gard for the more-than-human world
has brought humans to a tipping point,
exacerbated by our soaring global pop
ulation. Of all animal species, we are
the only one to cause global catastro
phe on such a scale as to prompt a mass
extinction. This m anmade extinction
is the sixth in the planet’s history; all

F

to our sense of hum an exceptionalism—that is, our exclusion of all other
living beings from the moral circle.
Human privilege and superiority over
nonhum ans is assum ed in virtually
everything we do. The result is that
many hum ans have lost awareness of
our species’ membership in the larger
earth community and, as importantly,
their own animality. This failure of
moral imagination does not affect only
the nonhum an world. Also at stake are
significant harms to our hum an com
m unities, our individual selves, and
our children.
Purdy and other concerned cit
izens are often said to be seeking a
“good Anthropocene,” one that would
curtail hum ans' broad harming of the
earth and its com m unities, hum an
and nonhum an alike. This vision of a
good Anthropocene speaks to our capa
cious ethical abilities. However, I echo
the sentim ent of science writer Eliza
beth Kolbert, who tweeted, “2 words
that probably should not be used in
sequence: ‘good’ & 'anthropocene.'”
In short, we should quake before the
potential future in which the adjective
“good” softens the blow of what is fun
dam entally a pattern of extinctions
and grievous harms.

T H E N O TIO N OF T H E A N TH R O P O C E N E IS TOO
C O N G E N IA L TO O U R W O R S T IM P U L S E S .
of the previous resulted from geologic
and celestial disasters.
The term “Anthropocene" in effect
memorializes these harms and speaks
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Some may unreflectively assume
that hum an exceptionalism must at
least be a boon for humans. However,
today’s human-centered narrative pro

motes the privileges of only some hu
mans. As many people of conscience
note, the harm s created by m odern
societies, including ever-growing con
sumption and climate disruption, un
deniably have disadvantaged m any
humans. Less-than-careful uses of “An
thropocene”risk reinforcing such short
sightedness, as well as the power of
elite, economically privileged humans
to shape the earth for their own profit.
In effect, the notion of the Anthropo
cene is too congenial to our worst im
pulses, which have already produced
irreversible global destruction.
Purdy's use of the food movement
as a model may illuminate im portant
issues. The food movement often seeks
to bring greater attention to the welfare
of both the hum ans and nonhum ans
involved in the production of what we
eat. For food workers, this includes a
focus on better-than-living wages, sus
tainable employment, and workplace
safety. W ith regard to farmed animals,
advocates of the food movement have
sought to increase their quality of life
and freedom of movement, fought for
their safety and health (including lim
iting use of antibiotics and hormones),
and insisted upon, at the very least,
humane slaughter. Although these de
mands have often been made for aes
thetic reasons, they suggest a nascent
ethics of responsibility for the welfare
of the nonhum an animals with whom
we share our lives. W hile these m ini
mally hum ane changes only scratch
the surface of what will be necessary
to create a livable interspecies future,
they nonetheless open a door through
which we can better see the possibili
ties we have as responsible citizens of
a shared, more-than-human world.
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ROY SCRANTON
Author of Learning to Die
in the Anthropocene

centuries, centuries that saw a
handful of Western European nations
and the United States (read, "human”)
dominate the rest of the world (read,
"nature") through resource extraction,
fossil-fueled industrialization, slavery,
genocide, and war. That domination
hasn't ended, but the Manichaean ide
ology behind it has been unsettled by
climate change and undermined by the

never applied just to the Appalachian
Mountains, the forests of the New
World, deer, buffalo, and salmon, but
also to indigenous peoples, enslaved
Africans, and women. These groups
of humans were seen as being closer
to nature than white men: naturally
less rational, naturally less free, nat
urally less capable of self-determina
tion. They were seen as beautiful and
noble in their natural innocence, but
also dangerous, requiring the ruling
hand of white men to guide them to
civilization.
As we face the changing politics of
human agency in the Anthropocene,
we can understand the end of nature
in one of two ways. In the first, Jedediah Purdy's "denaturalization of na
ture" means that humanity has won:
political power has conquered the
world, and technocratic reason reigns
supreme. By becoming a geological
force, humanity has finally achieved
its supreme role as global decider.
The power to destroy ourselves is also
the potential to save ourselves. In this
view, human agency is fundamentally
unlimited. We are capable of anything
we might imagine, if only we exert
the political will. Suffering, famine,
drought, war, global warming, and

THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN HUMAN
AND NATURE HAS ALWAYS BEEN A
SELF-SERVING POLITICAL LIE.
idea of the Anthropocene: that Homo
sapiens is now a geologic force. "Hu
mans" are radically reshaping “nature,”
whether we like it or not. What this
means for human agency is perhaps
the most urgent challenge the Anthro
pocene poses.
The old human-nature binary
posed the problem of human agency
as one of rational will against bio
logical determinism. Conveniently,
this logic helped divide Homo sapi
ens into rulers and ruled. "Natural”
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even death are merely engineering
challenges to be solved with the right
app: the food movement, solar power,
better tech, more democracy. In this
view, every human problem has a
solution.
In the second way, the end of na
ture means realizing that humanity
was natural all along, and that the dis
tinction between human and nature
was a self-serving political lie. In this
view, human agency is fundamentally
limited by the carrying capacity of the

planet and the innumerable ways in
which biology, chemistry, physics, and
geology shape our everyday behavior.
Humanity has to face the fact that on
a geological scale, we are nothing but
rocks. For all our incredible culture and
technology, in the end we are no more
than transient accretions of matter and
energy, vexed by the dim awareness of
our own mortality.
Purdy wants us to see the end of
nature the first way. His politics offers
an egalitarian, utopian apocalypse,
but only by erasing the millions of
bodies the war on nature has left in
its wake and only by ignoring the re
ality of our present political situation.
How do Syria, Ukraine, China, Israel,
the Islamic State, Indonesia, and the
other hundred and eighty-odd nations
of the world fit into Purdy’s "demo
cratic Anthropocene”? How does the
current American electoral spectacle,
in which 158 families have provided
nearly half of the early money for the
presidential election, offer any hope
for democracy in our own country?
How are we going to completely re
build global energy infrastructure in
the next decade through assemblies
such as the United Nations Frame
work Convention on Climate Change,
which has been failing us for more
than two decades?
The end of nature means waking
up from the dream of escaping nature.
What the Anthropocene has to teach
us is that humanity has limits. We are
all mortal, failing, failed beings, and
trying to find ultimate solutions to the
human condition will only cause more
suffering. We are never going to solve
the problem of being limited and mor
tal in a mortal and limited world. We
can’t buy or innovate or Google our
way out.
What we can do is learn to offer
each other patience, compassion, cour
age, and love. We can learn to accept
that just as every human life has its
natural end, so too does every civiliza
tion. Contrary to what Purdy argues,
we don't need more politics. We need
more hospice. We need to learn how to
die.
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J E D E D IA H PURDY
P ro fe s s o r o f Law a t D uke U n iv e rs ity
a n d a u th o r o f After

Nature:
A Politics for the Anthropocene

T

h is

is a c o n g e n i a l g r o u p , a t

least in the sense that I sus
pect we would all wish to see
the same kind of world in 500
years: greener, more egalitarian and co
operative, more peaceful at every level,
from the geopolitical to the psycholog

about a word, and what it might imply
for attitudes toward everything from
the species line to W. E. B. Du Bois’s
color line, from future democracy to
past and continuing imperialism. A
shadow theater of the mind is almost
inevitable. And of course, in summariz
ing arguments I develop in my book,
After Nature, my essay fails to head off
certain misunderstandings.
So this reply has some elaboration
and tidying-up to do. There are also
some genuine disagreements here, and
those are worth getting as clear as pos
sible.
First, the illusory disagreements.
For one, the Anthropocene does
not imply anthropocentrism or hubris.
Several respondents—Scranton, Anna
Tsing, Vandana Shiva, and Andreas
Malm—see the term as a confirmation
or amplification of a certain FrancisBacon-on-speed picture of man as the
king and master-engineer of the uni
verse. Instead, the Anthropocene is
marked by increased human influence
and diminished human control, all at
once, setting free or amplifying disrup
tive forces that put us in the position of
destructive apprentices without a mas
ter sorcerer. In this respect, the Anthro
pocene is not exactly an achievement;

N A TU R E IS N O T EG ALITARIAN,
PEAC EFU L, O R LO VIN G IN A N Y
OF T H E W A Y S W E CARE AROUT.
ical to relations among species. I sus
pect that if we set down our polemical
armor, most of us would admit that we
do not really know which political and
intellectual strategies are most likely
to move us in that direction. Our time
is brief, as Roy Scranton reminds us
in his eloquent echoes of Montaigne’s
skepticism and Stoicism, and our vi
sion is dim.
In this exchange, we also work un
der this disadvantage: we are arguing
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it is more nearly a condition that has
fallen clattering around our heads.
And now we have to deal with it.
The condition is not optional, so the
question is what kind of "we” can be
politically constituted and how to
navigate this situation. Beginning to
engage that situation constructively—
rather than permitting it to drift along
the lines set out by present patterns
of unequal political and economic
power (which is not really "drift” but

the agency of some people over oth
ers)—is what I am getting at in point
ing toward a democratic Anthropocene
rather than a neoliberal one. It doesn't
matter to me if others don't adopt the
term “Anthropocene” for this program.
I am not getting royalties on its use.
But nothing in the term implies the
hopped-up Bacon view of things.
Furthermore, the Anthropocene
does not mean naivete about impe
rialism or capitalism. Of course it is
true, as Jairus Grove and Tsing point
out, that this world has been shaped
ecologically—as it has been politically,
demographically, and otherwise—by
these two world-historical forces, both
birthed in Europe. And of course a fa
vorite strategy of apologists for those
forces has been to identify their dom
ination with “humanity,” or man. I am
concerned with how ideas about nature
have been involved in this kind of dom
ination, sometimes as the less-thanhuman that man can ignore, some
times as an alibi for technocratic gov
ernance that short-circuits democracy.
But a world made by those forces—
materially made by imperialism and
capitalism at every point—is now the
world with which people have to con
tend. The scale of those shaping forces
is global. The Anthropocene condi
tion has made a species, an Anthropos
in itself, to borrow Marx's term. The
question of Anthropocene politics is
whether, and on what terms, a species
for itself, that is, politically constructed
for self-conscious action through sover
eign institutions, can arise on the scale
of these planet-shaping forces. It is
not the first time that people have had
to try to make history under circum
stances they did not get to choose.
Lastly, I don’t think Robert Paarlberg
and I disagree. A rapid and universal
switch to neo-artisanal agriculture is
a straw proposal; I don’t make it, and
don’t know of anyone who does. My
point is that, if the country’s interest in
food systems is more than narrowly util
itarian, then it makes sense to ask what
kinds of landscapes, work, and experi
ences our systems foster, as well as their
input-output ratios. The food movement
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is one of the contexts in which such
questions are being raised, as the early
Sierra Club was for landscape conser
vation 120 years ago. I think we should
look to it for intimations of where pol
icy might go in this landscape-shaping
aspect of our world-shaping economy.
On work: young people with options
today are lining up to get into farm
labor, not out of it, suggesting that re
ducing workforce participation in agri
culture no longer self-evidently counts
as progress. On justice: surely if we are
thinking of a different economy, we can
hold open the possibility of greater so
cial provision alongside an increase in
the relative cost of food. Let us not be
impractical, but let us also give the po
litical and environmental imagination
some room.
Now, the real disagreements.
First, the idea of inter-species de
mocracy is nonsense. To be clear: I
spend some time arguing in my book
that ethical and imaginative engage
ment with the rest of the living world,
especially other animals (and certainly
we are animals) is important now, as
it has been in shaping earlier eras of
what I call environmental imagina
tion. So I celebrate proposals such as
Tsing's as experiments in conscious
ness and experience. But when Shiva
argues for a democracy of all beings or
among species, then democracy is sim
ply standing for a certain sentiment
of relationality or moral interest. This
may be, and often has been, part of the
meaning of democracy—it is a word to
conjure with, after all—but at its heart,
democracy is a form of political com
munity, and having politics with other
species is an incoherent idea.
The sense of politics that is urgent
for the Anthropocene is this: the ca
pacity to set and bind ourselves to a
distinctly artificial body of principles
that forms the architecture of our in
terdependence and shapes a common
world. The medium of this achievement
is language. A politics may actively seek
to imagine, engage, and take account of
other species, even non-animals, even
a planetary being, if you like; environ
mental politics and its many precur
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sors have always done this, and should
continue doing so. But, as Paul Waldau
suggests, that is the task and burden of
those who can participate in the democ
racy. To speak of democracy across im
passable linguistic barriers takes away
its distinctive meaning.
Is this the arrogance of humanism?
I think it is a cause more for sadness
than for pride that we cannot enter
into alliances with the rest of the liv
ing world and achieve a genuine col
lective freedom all together. The call
for inter-species democracy strikes me
as a way of expressing this sadness in
the form of a wish to overcome it. But
there is no overcoming it.
Second, the world does not tell us
how to value it—or one another. From
Ugo Mattei's call for ecological law to
Shiva's Ecocene, respondents propose
honoring and following nature as a
way beyond the limits of anthropocen
trism, rationalist hubris, the legacies
of empire and racism, and so forth.
Materials and systems engineers may
take some cues from nature, but ethicists and democratic citizens are fool
ing themselves if they think they can
follow suit. Let us say that, at a mini
mum, democratic politics, ethics, and
law have something to do with liberty,
equality, mutuality, and concern with
suffering. They are, in various ways, ef
forts at pivoting collective institutions
and principles around these values.
Can we find these values in nature?
I mean, you can pick your examples—
no one has a problem with the bonobos—but the counterexamples flow
fast: slaver ants that take pupae from
other nests and chemically convert
them to work in their own; wasps that
paralyze their prey so larvae can eat
them alive, with sensation fully intact;
slaughters of the innocent every few
years as interdependent populations
of plants, herbivores, and carnivores
go boom and bust, retaining a version
of balance at the cost of death, so much
death. When Aldo Leopold famously
wrote of “thinking like a mountain," or
ecologically, he meant recognizing that
the alternative to overpopulation is to
let things die in vast numbers.

Nature is not egalitarian, peaceful,
or loving in any of the ways we care
about. It is beautiful, wondrous, the site
and necessary condition of everything
we love, and also a monstrous charnel
house. If we open our minds to it, it
has too many meanings to guide us; if
we let our minds be calm, we will see
that it is not the sort of thing that has
a meaning. The Anthropocene insight
is that, with respect to the nonhuman
world, we have ultimate responsibility
for meaning-making, strange as that
may seem. Jo Guldi and David Keith
embrace that challenge and suggest
ways to imagine new institutions that
might emerge from the Anthropocene
insight. I agree entirely with Keith that
our questions are not just technocratic
but visionary, that parts-per-million
won’t tell us anything about what
kind of world to shape. And I welcome
Guldi's looking to history—and those
oldest and most concrete forms of envi
ronmental (in)justice, land ownership
and reform—for inspiration going for
ward.
Finally, I think there is a diffuse
disagreement here over the meaning
of the last five hundred years of hu
man history, one not quite reducible
to capitalism, imperialism, or anthro
pocentrism, but resonant with all of
those and more. I believe the insight
that social relations are made things,
shaped through politics, and that we
can aim toward a community of equals
as the closest human thing to paradise,
is a true and precious achievement. Its
entanglement with many of the crimes
and harms of five centuries is not evi
dence of inherent error but of tragedy.
The idea of intentional, democratic hu
man community remains ahead of us,
not behind or to be set aside. The eco
logical recognition that social life and
the natural world are entangled and
mutually constitutive, that to shape
one is always to shape the other, to
value one is to imply ways of valuing
the other, both complicates and en
riches this project. That is the starting
point, and also the beyond-the-horizon
goal, of my democratic politics for the
Anthropocene. BR
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